The direct loss of fusion plasma energy via electrostatic plasma waves propagating across field lines has previously been shown to be significant. We investigate the theoretical foundations of this phenomenon from a strictly transport perspective. The critical role assumed by the displacement current in sustaining cross-field transport of electrostatic energy is shown. An accompanying analysis of the composition of electrostatic-wave-energy flux reveals a far larger involvement of the field degrees of freedom than that associated with wave-energy density. A phenomenological Fourier-type law describing wave-energy-current degradation by general wave-particle interactions is shown to be the appropriate description of wave-energy conduction in the nonthermal regime.
III. ELECTROSTATIC-WAVE-ENERGY TRANSPORT
The role of S in electrostatic-wave-energy transport will now be indicated. To this end, we call upon previous work on electromagnetic-wave-energy transport.
Upon expressing all field variables in terms of complex Fourier amplitudes, Eq. (1) may be reduced to the following relation:
where eH denotes the loss-free or Hermitian part of e. 
Although Eq. (11) 
satisfies the symmetry relation v t( -k) = v t(k), and f'" and f' ' are given in the time asymptotic limit by cr, k, l cr, k, l the following:
f' '~( vl, vII, by use of Eqs. (12), (14), (15), and (17) 
